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Key Terms
Environmental exposure – Includes the health risk
associated with degradation of environmental quality. Air and
water pollution impact both NCDs and infectious diseases.
Through filtering air and water, forests can reduce the risks
of infectious diseases and NCDs.
Infectious diseases – Diseases caused by organisms such
as bacteria, viruses, fungi, or parasites that can be spread,
directly or indirectly, from one organism to another.
Noncommunicable diseases (NCDs) – Noncommunicable
diseases are noninfectious diseases that cannot be
transmitted between people. NCDs constitute the leading
cause of mortality and disability globally.
• Forests provide both mental and physical benefits
associated with risk reduction for some NCDs, including
cardiovascular diseases, cancers, chronic respiratory
diseases, and diabetes.
• Forests positively impact nutrition and food security
for many communities, influencing health outcomes—
including those related to NCDs (e.g., cardiovascular
diseases, cancer, and diabetes).
Physical hazards – Physical hazards include environmental
and natural hazards (e.g., storms, flooding, drought, extreme
temperatures, landslides, and wildfires). Forests can provide
protection against physical hazards in a variety of ways that
can prevent death and protect human health.
Spillover – Also known as pathogen spillover, zoonotic
spillover, or spillover infection, spillover refers to a single
event during which a pathogen from one species moves into
another species; such movement can result in an outbreak.
Systems approach – A systems approach shifts the focus
from individual parts to how the parts are organized,
recognizing that interactions of the parts are not static and
constant but dynamic and fluid. Systemic change is where
relationships between different aspects of the system have
changed toward new outcomes and goals.
Zoonotic infectious disease – Also called a zoonosis, a
disease transmitted to humans from other animals that
can be caused by bacteria, viruses, fungi, or parasites;
approximately half of all infectious diseases are zoonotic
including recent outbreaks and pandemics that threaten
global health and economies, such as COVID-19, SARS,
MERS, avian influenza, Ebola, and HIV.
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Executive Summary
There is a growing interest in understanding the role forests play in human health. This has increased dramatically due to
the escalating risks associated with forest loss and degradation and the spread of zoonotic infectious diseases, especially
COVID-19, which has impacted nearly every community on Earth. The unprecedented attention to and interest in the links
between nature and human health have illuminated the critical function of forests in individual, community, and global human
health. The recognition of the interconnections between forests and human health elevates an urgent call to bridge the health
and conservation sectors while looking at the numerous components of human health related to diverse forest functions across
a variety of situations, contexts, and solutions.
There is a mounting body of literature exploring the multidimensional links between forests and health including food and
nutrition; the risks of communicable and noncommunicable diseases (NCDs) (including mental health); and natural hazards. In
addition to the food, fuel, and fiber provided by forests that support people’s health and well-being, forests also act to regulate
water cycles and filter air pollution that indirectly but substantially affect human health. Climate warming and its compounded
effects on these cycles and the provisioning roles of forests, combined with associated droughts and longer dry seasons, may
increase the likelihood that forests act not only as a benefit to human health but also as a risk.
Overall, the balance of the literature reviewed in this report substantiates forests as important in contributing to human health.
The most direct negative impacts on human health often result from deforestation and forest degradation, which limit the
ability of forests to provide what people need to live healthy lives, prevent illness and injury, and heal when called upon. As
outlined below, deforestation leads to a cascade of negative health implications for people that occur across geographic scales
and timelines. A comprehensive understanding of forests and human health must look not only at the direct interactions but
also at how forest loss indirectly impacts human health in many ways (e.g., air quality and climate change). While the evidence
base for this is still growing, it is clear that forests are vital to human health and well-being.
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Embracing a holistic framework linking forests and human health
Figure ES.1. Forest and human health interactions and the factors that shape them
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The recognition of the interconnections between forests and human health should encourage the
adoption of a holistic framework to understand the direct and indirect interactions and to elicit
actions to maintain and restore the vitality of forests. This framework, set forth in this report,
acknowledges that forests—from intact to those degraded or regrown—sustain various naturesociety interactions involving different people along a continuum, from dispersed rural households
to densely populated urban settings. These interactions are defined by the three major functions
forests provide with respect to human health: (1) provisioning functions of food, medicinal plants, and
water; (2) prevention functions including reducing the risk of spillovers of zoonotic infectious diseases
and the risks of natural hazards (e.g., flooding, landslides, storms, and heat); and (3) healing functions,
mainly by reducing the risks of NCDs. However, the results of these interactions and the actions
people might take to support human health through the protection, management, and restoration of
forests depend on a wider set of contextual factors (i.e., environmental, institutional, and behavioral)
and are influenced by a plethora of mediating factors including the prevalence of preexisting health
conditions; social demands; access, accessibility, and proximity to forests; and the time or financial
resources that allow people to afford the benefits that forests can provide.

Nature’s Contributions
to Human Health
Nature’s contributions
to human health include
both positive and
negative impacts of
nature (i.e., diversity
of organisms and
ecosystems and their
associated ecological
and evolutionary
processes) on human
health and quality of life.
Adapted from
Intergovernmental
Science-Policy Platform
on Biodiversity and
Ecosystem Services
(IPBES)
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This report provides a synthesis of key research around
multiple forest and health interactions defined by different
forest functions and beneficiary social groups by illustrating
these interactions through many specific cases across
multiple locations. Building on this knowledge base, it also
identifies major information gaps and suggests a path for the
environmental and health sectors to unite and investigate,
identify, and implement joint solutions that support both
forests and human health. This report is intended to reach a
wide audience of decision-makers in the public and private
sectors in the development, health, and environmental
fields. It should also inform both conservation and health
practitioners and civil society organizations in rural and urban
settings, all of which have an important role in protecting the
vitality of forests while ensuring healthy lives and promoting
well-being for all.
Our main goal is to provide an evidence base and framework
that demonstrates the role that forests play in human
lives and to bring this into the foreground of global health.
The dialogue around forest conversion, and thereby
deforestation, is often mischaracterized as an either/or
scenario—environment versus economy; saving forests
versus safeguarding communities; or protecting animals
versus protecting children. While perhaps helpful in politics,
this framing has the effect of dividing a complex array of
stakeholders that share many of the same challenges,
including governments, Indigenous peoples and local
communities, industry, business, investors, ranchers,
farmers, engineers, environmentalists, community activists,
academics, scientists, and health professionals. Human
health perspectives and goals can offer a platform for
understanding common ground and exploring the potential
for collaboration among many stakeholders with seemingly
opposing goals.
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The interactions between forests and human health

Forests provide
Forests supply food and help define the cultures of Indigenous
peoples, local communities, and all those who consume forestdependent foods, generally with positive health outcomes.
PROVISIONING
Forests contribute to soil and habitat conservation (especially
for pollinators) and sustain the water cycle, thus playing a pivotal role in
agriculture and food security.1 Forest provisioning of food, medicinal plants, and
water is critical for people who depend more heavily on forests. Forests provide
a critical safety net by supplying micronutrients and protein from wild sources.
Conserving and restoring forests while maintaining local farming systems
can also have a positive effect on reducing NCD risk related to malnutrition,
especially related to reductions in child mortality associated with malnutrition.2

Forests prevent
Forests mediate the emergence and spread of zoonotic
infectious diseases. Deforestation threatens this protective
role. Research on infectious diseases shows that deforestation
PREVENTION
can increase disease risk for humans by improving and altering
the biology of disease vectors’ habitats (e.g., insects, mammals, and snails). The
populations benefiting from the preventive functions of forests can be localized
depending on the capacity of a disease to spread, but such pathogens can
impact billions when they become pandemics like COVID-19. In some cases,
forests and the biodiversity they host dilute the effect of disease transmission.
However, forests can also host a greater number of pathogens because of the
broader variety of animal species.
Forests also protect people from natural hazards, including flooding, landslides,
avalanches, wildfires, storms, and heat, that contribute to human deaths, injury,
and illness. The people benefiting from these preventive impacts of forests
tend to be localized in vulnerable places, yet millions can be affected in urban
settings. Forests also have a cooling effect that reduces the likely health
consequences of extreme heat and other events connected to climate change,
particularly for the most vulnerable people, including rural and industrial workers
exposed to heat.3 Additional effects are associated with the exposure of people
to haze fires, which can spread over long distances.4

Forests heal
Human interaction with forests reduces risks associated
with some major NCDs, including cardiovascular diseases,
chronic respiratory diseases, and diabetes. Exposure to forests
HEALING
contributes to improved mental health, and access to forests
also promotes increased physical activity, which is associated with reduced
obesity and stress levels—factors that are linked to reduced risk of NCDs.
But forests are not accessible to all people, particularly in urban settings.
Indirectly, forest restoration can contribute to reduced incidence of NCDs
by filtering pollutants from the air. Forests also mitigate the health impacts
of water pollution, especially from diarrheal disease, which is a leading cause
of mortality for children aged under 5 years.5 The contribution of forests to
pollution reduction has the potential to positively impact children’s immediate
and lifetime health. Further, the drivers of climate change and air pollution
(including deforestation) are intrinsically connected to the burden of NCDs.
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What is needed? Embracing a systems approach
There are many potential societal responses to sustain and/or enhance the positive impacts of forests on human health
including the protection, management, and restoration of forests.6 Additionally, urban forestry and other novel approaches
have emerged as possible responses largely due to the growing focus of public and private sector decision-makers on
nature-based solutions to climate change.7
Figure ES.2. Responses required to sustain and enhance the positive impacts of forests on human health
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*The practice of public health spans but is not exclusive to the three core domains of health improvement, health
protection, and health service quality improvement as originally coined by Griffiths, Jewell, and Donnelly (2005).

Protect forests and avoid their conversion
It is critical to protect remaining forests, particularly intact and primary forests, and to reduce the pressures leading to
future deforestation and degradation by reducing threats. Yet for these measures to achieve scale, institutional factors
should be addressed, such as formalizing tenure rights for local populations; increasing permanent finance for protected areas;
improving yields on agricultural lands; and halting the expansion of agriculture and infrastructure into intact forest landscapes.
Monitoring systems that consider the interactions between forests, food, and zoonotic infectious disease spillover risks are
of critical importance for adaptive decision-making, especially related to the frequency and intensity of interactions among
wildlife, livestock, and people.

Improve forest management of working lands
Reducing the environmental impacts of forestry and land use and restoring degraded lands should be given priority in working
lands, where both intact and small forest fragments play a critical role in sustaining landscape-scale biodiversity as well as
regulating water cycles and preserving soil quality. Improving forest management and supporting regenerative agriculture
require the removal of perverse economic incentives that reward forest conversion and perpetuate inefficient agriculture
and weak governance systems unable to control illegal logging and other types of forest and land degradation. In addition to
preserving these forests, urban and semiurban populations can advocate for the value and the role forests play in preventing
physical hazards and the emergence of disease.
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Only through addressing the drivers or enablers
of degradation can we address the changes
necessary to support human health and forests,
including how we produce food, build
infrastructure—from roads, mines, and ports
to rapid urbanization—and how cities manage
forests near, far, and even within their limits.
We need new partnerships to do this well.

Take a diversified approach to forest restoration
There are multiple ways to restore forests and eliminate the drivers that lead to their degradation both within forests
themselves and across multiuse landscapes (e.g., assisted natural regeneration, agroforestry, timber plantations, and
agrisilvicultural systems). Each may have different implications for food security, biodiversity recovery, hydrological cycles, and
local climate variability. Different contextual conditions must be addressed to make forest and landscape restoration possible
and permanent. These include mobilizing long-term finance, securing tenure rights, and ensuring mechanisms for equitable
benefit sharing with local populations. Restoration must also make sense at a local scale where effort must have clear social,
cultural, and economic value and direct impacts on human health. In addition, restored forests must be made more accessible
and affordable for urban populations.

Create urban forests
Creating forests in urban areas and planting trees may lead to cooling and, depending on the case, flood abatement. In addition,
more trees and forests in urban areas may contribute to reductions in air pollution and provide recreational benefits as well as
positive impacts on those with a high incidence of NCDs who may also have limited contact with forests.

Foster learning between the conservation and health fields
To make the potential synergy between forest vitality and human health a reality, we need deeper connection, exchange,
and action between the conservation and health communities. This will benefit both people and nature while reducing the
unintended consequences. “Best practice” in both fields needs to expand to adopt each other’s objectives. Lives depend on it.
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Forests and Human
Health: A Framework
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Investing in forests creates jobs, reduces
zoonoses, and delivers on climate and
biodiversity goals. Not only do you
minimize the risk of new pathogens,
but you also generate all sorts of other
benefits for people.

Worldwide, 750 million people—60 million of whom are Indigenous—inhabit forests.8 An estimated 1.6 billion people depend directly
on forests for their livelihoods.9 Forests are also home to more than three-quarters of the world’s life on land.10
Yet these essential forests are under significant threat. Human impacts have led to the loss of about 40% of the Earth’s
forests.11 Increasing agricultural areas; poorly planned infrastructure and land management; and illegal logging have led
to substantial forest loss and degradation—17% of the Amazon has been converted from forest in the past 50 years.12
Deforestation continues today at an alarming rate: Between 2015 and 2020, the world lost 10 million hectares of forest per
year (of the approximately 4 billion hectares of existing forest in 2015).13 Tropical rain forests experienced their greatest
reduction in tree cover between 1992 and 2015.14 In addition, there is growing evidence suggesting that for the forests that
remain, their degradation is also extensive.15
While little noticed until now,16 human health is entwined with forests, not only wherever forests grow but also remotely in
places far removed from forests. The concepts of forests themselves, what is included in human health, and how they might be
connected have been evolving. This includes changes in our understanding of the factors that mediate how people and forests
interact. Just as a forest is more than its trees, human health is more than its clinical “vital signs.”
How people live and interact with their environments can support or impair their health and the health of others. This report
illustrates the positive role of forests in supporting human health. However, there are instances when the relationship is not
win-win and where forests can contribute to human health risks (from fires, infectious diseases, etc.) or where their existence
may seem to impede development objectives. For example, deforestation often enables more people to live in areas and can
provide important, if not equitable, income streams and livelihoods through the land uses (typically agriculture) that replace
forests. There are significant local and economic incentives that drive forest loss, often supported by regional and national
economic systems. However, forest loss and degradation affect more than the local people whose livelihoods, health, and
cultures can be tied to forests and deforested land. Their loss and degradation also impact regional and global commons that
rely on forests to mediate clean air and water, sequester carbon, and support most terrestrial species. As a result, the analysis
of interactions between forests and human health must embrace multiple levels of understanding given how these interactions
influence local autonomy and sovereignty, environmental and social power dynamics, and human lives.
This report explores the evidence regarding the role forests play in human health across multiple dimensions: infectious
diseases; NCDs (including those related to mental health); nutrition and food security; environmental pollution; and physical
hazards. The literature, though complex, generally confirms that forests offer a positive balance of benefits by providing
services, preventing spread of diseases, and supporting other types of healing. Human health is most directly impacted by
the loss and degradation of forests, which cause many compounded and interacting maladies across the spectrum of human
health. However, it should also be noted that forests pose human health risks for people in some cases. They are often the
reservoirs of animal populations that host novel infectious disease; can harbor dangerous animal populations; can include
noxious, poisonous, and dangerous plant species; and may cause a range of physical and infrastructure hazards. Despite
these risks, this report demonstrates that the conservation, protection, and restoration of the world’s forests are critical to
safeguarding and promoting human health while also making indispensable contributions to managing climate change and
biodiversity loss.
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A holistic framework depicting main interconnections
That human health is responsive to our environment, including forests,
is not novel. Yet a comprehensive analysis that describes the existing
evidence base and relates human health outcomes to the existence and
function of forests, while also looking at the direct and indirect effects
of the interactions, is generally lacking. Here we provide a response to
this need and develop a framework that helps to better classify and
understand interactions between forests and human health.
The framework recognizes that the interactions between forests
and human health have many nuances and scales. People and forests
are influenced by other environmental, institutional, and behavioral
contexts that affect how groups, whose health is affected in various
ways, differentially benefit from forests. Yet how people are impacted
by forests also depends on the resilience of individual forests to varying
types of degradation. How intact or fragmented forests respond and the
underlying contexts that mediate human heath in places will influence
human health outcomes.
The provisioning, preventative, and healing functions of forests are not
necessarily exclusive categories (e.g., provisioning of medicinal plants
can contribute to healing), and they are associated with each other
across time and place. Each of these functions generates outcomes that
vary depending on how and when people interact with forests and the
forest with which they interact. Some will be based on individual actions
like procuring forest foods but will also be impacted by community and
landscape factors (e.g., population density, seasonality, and cultural cues).
The relationships between people and forests are strongly influenced
by an individual person’s current and accumulated life experiences (i.e.,
mediating factors) that include preexisting health conditions; social needs
and demands; access and accessibility to forests; forest proximity; and
the affordability of a person’s exposure to forests.

Our approach
This report is based on a synthesis of existing literature exploring the multiple dimensions of forests and human health.
A literature review across a broad range of sources (e.g., academic literature, white papers, gray literature, and conference
proceedings) used key search terms related to the contributions of nature to human health outlined in section 2.3.4.5 of
the Intergovernmental Science-Policy Platform on Biodiversity and Ecosystem Services (IPBES) Global Report.17 This
framework identified six contributions of nature to human health: (1) dietary health; (2) environmental exposure; (3) exposure
to communicable diseases; (4) hazard risk reduction including exposure to extreme weather, drought, or fire; (5) psychological
health; and (6) use of natural compounds in medicinal products and biochemical compounds. Here we focus on the first
five impacts and exclude use of natural compounds in medicinal products due to its technical complexity. This report
primarily details the existing evidence across these five dimensions of human health. Furthermore, we recognize that there
are limitations in the current research between forests and human health. We also acknowledge the need for continued
exploration of the interconnections between forests and human health and provide suggestions on key knowledge gaps to
aid future exploration of these topics.
To complement the literature review and to ensure diverse perspectives, 15 interviews were conducted with experts
of varying backgrounds in the environmental and health sectors. Interview questions focused on gathering additional
evidence related to the interactions between forests and human health and identifying how the health sector has worked in
collaboration or engaged with forest ecosystems to date. While interviewees did not contribute to the drafting or review of
this report, they discussed opportunities for strategic engagement and answered targeted questions about human health
that helped inform the content of this report.
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Embracing a holistic framework linking forests and human health
Figure 1. Forest and human health interactions and the factors that shape them
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Figure 1 depicts different dimensions of forest and human health interactions: (1) forest types and
functions that span intact and functional forests to deforested urban areas;18 (2) population groups
or beneficiaries along a spectrum from forest-dependent people to urban populations; and
(3) forest contributions to human health as influenced by contextual factors and mediating factors.
It demonstrates that across the range of nature’s contributions to human health, intact forests have a
greater potential to support people locally, regionally, and remotely. Forests provide food and nutrition,
clean air and water, and fiber. Forests influence human health through many preventative functions
by reducing the risks of zoonotic infectious disease spillovers; buffering the impact of physical hazards
like heat or storm intensity; and benefiting many people in both rural and urban settings. In addition, all
types of forests play a healing role related to NCDs and can sustain the mental and physical health
of people living in urban, peri-urban, or suburban settings with access to forests.

Nature’s Contributions
to Human Health
Nature’s contributions
to human health include
both positive and
negative impacts of
nature (i.e., diversity
of organisms and
ecosystems and their
associated ecological
and evolutionary
processes) on human
health and quality of life.
Adapted from
IPBES
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Forest and human interactions are shaped by three
place-specific underlying conditions:
1. Environmental, specifically linked to biophysical factors like
ecology, heat, water and air pollution, and weather events that
impact human health;
2. Institutional, resulting from governance and other collective
processes of decision-making and the implementation
linked to regulations, policies, service systems, and physical
infrastructure; and
3. B
 ehavioral, which is linked to individual preferences and
habits including diets and physical activity that can predispose
people to certain health outcomes.
In addition, these underlying conditions tend to be influenced by
a person’s individual circumstances, which mediate the impacts
of forests on human health. This can include the prevalence
of preexisting health conditions across different populations,
ranging from those living near or in forests to those residing far
from forests. The combinations of individual circumstances and
the proximity and capacity of forests create social demands and
needs that influence the use of forest goods and services for
satisfying the material or nonmaterial needs that contribute to
human health. For example, in contexts where there is a greater
incidence of NCDs, there may be a growing demand or need
for the healing effects of forests. Yet all people do not have the
same access to forests. For many people living in dense urban
settings or deep within nonforested landscapes, accessibility
to the healing effects of forests may not be possible. However,
even with access and accessibility constraints removed, social
dynamics often mean that not all people can afford the time and
resources to increase their exposure to forests in ways that lead
to meaningful health outcomes. These same mediating factors
also play an important role when looking at the provisioning and
prevention functions of forests.
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Figure 2. Forest functions with impacts on human health along the rural-urban continuum

RURAL

FOREST DEPENDENT
Cleaner air
Cleaner water
Food and nutrition (impacts of malnutrition)

URBAN

SUBURBAN

Increased physical activity

*Blood pressure improvements
*Immune system improvements
*Heart rate improvement
*Blood glucose improvement
*Reduction of stress hormones

Noncommunicable diseases

Filter air
Filter water

Reduced pollutant loads

Environmental exposure

Soil conservation
Pollinator conservation
Water cycle maintenance
Food security
Social safety net
Wild foods
Medicinal species
Food and nutrition
CLIMATE CHANGE

Flooding

Landslides
Avalanches
Wildfires
Storms

Heat

Physical hazards

Disease reservoirs
Disease buffers

Infectious diseases

FOREST FUNCTIONS

PROVISIONING

PREVENTION

HEALING

*These NCDs have not been studied in the literature for forest-dependent or rural people.

IMPACT

Local

Regional

Remote

Negative impacts on human health.

This figure illustrates several detailed forest functions within each of nature’s contributions to human health.
The provisioning, prevention, or healing roles of the forest functions within each human health category are indicated
by the associated icons. Many of these functions depend on the community to which a person belongs, and others
are nearly universal. The lines extending from each forest function depict the range of influence of each within human
communities from forest dependent to urban. Some functions, like those associated with reducing risks of NCDs, are
more relevant for suburban/urban people at local scales. Other functions, such as those associated with food and nutrition,
are more relevant as people become more dependent on forests for food and nutritional needs. These functions have
direct and indirect impacts across spatial scales from locales to areas remote from forests themselves. The extent to which
each of these functions is directly or indirectly relevant to human health locally, regionally, or remotely is indicated by the
shapes (circle, diamond, square).
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• Forests reduce risks associated with some major NCDs, especially for people residing in urban settings affected by such
diseases. These illnesses include cardiovascular diseases, cancers, chronic respiratory diseases, diabetes, and mental health.
Although evidence related to the intersection of NCDs and forests is relatively nascent, a growing body of research suggests
that exposure to forest environments can provide benefits that positively affect the body’s immune system, blood pressure,
heart rate, blood glucose, and stress hormones. Access to forests also contributes to increased physical activity, which is
associated with obesity prevention and reduced stress levels—both of which are factors that are linked to reduced risk of
NCDs. Further, the drivers of climate change and air pollution (including deforestation) are intrinsically connected to the global
burden of NCDs.
• Forests clean air and water and reduce the risks of infectious and noncommunicable diseases. By filtering pollutants from
the air, forests play an important role in reducing NCD risks linked to air pollution, including heart disease, stroke, pulmonary
disease, and lung cancer. Forests also help mitigate the health impacts of water pollution—a driver of infectious diarrheal
diseases—through reducing soil erosion and sediment load, filtering pollutants from water, and reducing pollutant inputs
associated with human land use. With diarrheal disease being a leading cause of mortality for children aged under 5 years,19
the contribution of forests to pollution reduction holds the potential to have an important impact on children’s immediate and
lifetime health.
• Forests positively impact nutrition and food security, particularly for forest-dependent and adjacent Indigenous peoples
and local communities, improving health outcomes. Through soil and habitat conservation (especially for pollinators) as well
as the water cycle, forests play a pivotal role in underpinning landscape function and the sustainable agriculture necessary
for increasing food security.20 For communities that rely on forests for food, including those with limited market access
to purchase food and in times of conflict or severe food insecurity, forests can provide a critical safety net by supplying
micronutrients and protein from wild sources, which is especially important for children.
• Forests can protect people from the harsh impacts of natural hazards, including flooding, landslides, avalanches, wildfires,
storms, and heat, that contribute to human deaths, injury, and illness. With climate change exacerbating many of these risks,
a focus on the role that forests can play in resilience to natural hazards could offer life-saving solutions. Those protected by
the preventive role of forests tend to be localized in vulnerable places, yet millions in urban settings also benefit. In addition,
extreme heat, physical risks from accelerated storm activity, and other events connected to climate change not only pose
health risks for the most vulnerable people, such as children and older adults, but also impact economic productivity and
financial investments. The effects of climate warming can result in rural and industrial workers’ exposure to excessive heat,
which has clear implications on their health and productivity.
• Forests mediate the emergence and spread of zoonotic infectious disease and are thereby the first line of defense against
the emergence and spread of new infectious diseases. Deforestation threatens this protective role.21 Research on infectious
diseases shows that deforestation can increase disease risk for humans by improving and altering the biology of disease
vectors’ habitats. Deforestation and degradation of forests also amplify disease risk by increasing the chance of disease
spillover from animals to humans due to closer contact; increasing the densities of disease host and vector populations;
and decreasing the biodiversity that can help to dilute disease-vector infection rates. The populations benefiting from
the preventive functions of forests can be localized depending on the capacity of pathogens to spread, but billions can be
impacted when localized pathogens become epidemics or pandemics like COVID-19.
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Recognizing Human
Health Through Forests
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Commodities that replace forests, like
cattle, tobacco, or corn, are often used
to make products that increase
noncommunicable disease risks, and these
risks are compounded by poor management
decisions to maintain these new land uses.

Noncommunicable diseases
Noncommunicable diseases or NCDs are
the fastest-growing and largest health
burden globally. Worldwide, NCDs account
for about 70% of deaths.22 The four primary
NCDs are cardiovascular diseases, cancers,
chronic respiratory diseases, and diabetes.
The four primary NCDs, together with a
host of other NCDs—including neurologic,
endocrine, gastrointestinal, renal, allergic,
and autoimmune disorders—are not only the leading cause of
mortality but also comprise 21 of the principal 30 causes of agestandardized years lived with disability.23 The burden of NCDs
is growing disproportionately in low- and middle-income (LMICs),
with more than 70% of deaths occurring in these countries.24
The primary NCDs share common risk factors, including poor
diet, air pollution, and physical inactivity, all of which contribute to
morbidity and mortality. Since air pollution is a primary risk factor
for NCDs, there are close ties to environmental pollution, which will
be addressed in more detail below. Additionally, while mental health
was long overlooked as an NCD, the global health and development
community has now recognized mental health conditions as one of
the main groups of NCDs.25

NCDs AND HUMAN HEALTH

41 million

71%
77%
80%

people die each year
from NCDs globally
of all deaths globally
are attributed to NCDs
of NCD deaths are in
low- and middle-income
countries
of premature NCD
deaths are cardiovascular
disease, cancers,
respiratory disease,
and diabetes

World Health Organization (WHO)

Understanding the linkages between NCDs and the psychological and physiological responses and benefits of exposure
to physical forest environments would benefit from further exploration. The number of studies evaluating the benefits of
forests for NCDs is limited in this report for several reasons. First, this area of study is relatively nascent, and there is
not a substantial body of literature from which to draw. Historically, there has been more research and greater attention
paid to cultural loss because of deforestation than on the impacts of deforestation on NCD incidence. While cultural loss
has clear, important, and devastating impacts on mental health, those linkages fall outside the scope of this paper.
Finally, several studies reviewed had other constraints that limited the ability to draw robust correlations or conclusions
(e.g., small sample sizes).
It is well established that access to green space leads to increased physical activity, reduced risk of obesity, and decreased
stress levels.26, 27 A number of studies that have examined the effects of forest exposure have identified a wide range of
benefits, including improving the body’s immune system; potentially increasing resistance to cancer; decreasing diastolic
blood pressure, stress and anxiety, and serum cortisol levels; increasing relaxed feelings; and lowering heart rates and levels
of blood glucose (which suggest important implications for diabetic patients).28, 29, 30
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Box 1. Physiological and psychological effects
of forest bathing31
A study aiming to explore forest bathing as a
natural therapy with physiological benefits
assessed the biological indicators of Japanese
male adults in a forest setting. The subjects
participated over the course of three days and two
nights. Physiological responses and self-reported
psychological reactions to forests and urban
environments were measured. Salivary cortisol levels
and pulse rates—biological markers for stress—
significantly decreased in the forest compared
with the urban environment. The study found that
participants self-reported significantly more positive
feelings and fewer negative feelings following stimuli
in the forest compared with the urban environment.
Heart rate variability analysis also indicated
that the forest setting considerably increased
parasympathetic nervous activity, increasing
digestion and decreasing heart rate and respiration.32
The authors suggested that forest bathing has a
positive impact on physical and mental health and
may be a useful strategy for health promotion.

Impact of forest exposure on hormones and stress33,34
To date, researchers in Japan have led investigations into the physical effects of exposure to forests compared to exposure
to urban settings. Several stress and sexual hormones have been measured in forest versus urban settings, and a number of
researchers have demonstrated that cortisol reached considerably lower values in forest settings. Likewise, noradrenaline,
adrenaline, and progesterone displayed significantly lessened concentrations after individuals spent time in a forest. For
example, a study was conducted in Japan to assess the impact of forests versus urban landscapes. Participants were exposed
to a forest and an urban environment while salivary cortisol concentration, diastolic blood pressure, and pulse rates were
measured. The study found that each of these three stress measures decreased significantly within 15 minutes of the subjects
being physically present in a forest. The same results were not replicated in the urban setting.

Cardiovascular health
Numerous studies have measured indicators tied to the
cardiovascular system, including blood pressure, heart rate
variability, and pulse rate following exposure to forests.
Several studies in Japan have demonstrated that forest
exposure can result in significantly lower pulse rates,
diastolic blood pressure, and/or systolic blood pressure.
Similarly, researchers in other countries have found lower
values of blood pressure among study participants who
have been exposed to forests compared with urban settings.
Thus, researchers have concluded that exposure to forests
may be beneficial through a reduction in the levels of
parameters that elevate the risk of cardiovascular disease.35
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Mental health and well-being36
A systematic review of 25 studies examining health and/or well-being in natural versus synthetic environments suggests that
natural environments might have a direct and positive impact on well-being but concluded that there is a need for additional
research to better understand the public health implications. The authors did identify a number of pathways in which natural
environments can be advantageous, including providing an environment for physical exercise and activity, which has wellestablished benefits in terms of mental health and risk reduction for several other NCDs. The authors also reference the innate
qualities of natural environments (e.g., spatial openness), which can prompt positive emotional responses. Additionally, in a
systematic literature review on the benefits of exposure to nature among children under 12 years of age, the authors found
that exposure to nature is an essential component of healthy development in children and contributes to positive values
and perspectives on the environment. Further, the study suggests that this exposure can contribute toward more “playful”
engagement.37 Play is a well-established cornerstone of healthy social and emotional development among children.
Finally, while there has been less research and advocacy focused explicitly on deforestation as a driver of NCD risk factors,
there is a limited body of studies, which suggests this is an important area to explore further.

Knowledge gaps
• Forests as a prescription: Understanding the linkages
between NCDs and psychological and physiological
responses and benefits of exposure to physical forest
environments merits further exploration.
• Contextual NCDs from rural to urban: Expanding the
scope of studies looking at the interactions between
NCDs and forests beyond simple green spaces in urban
settings would also be worthwhile. There is a need
for more data comparing different types of human
populations in the continuum from urban to rural and
how they are affected by different types of NCDs.
• NCDs attributable to forest loss: Additional information
on the impacts of deforestation and forest degradation
on NCDs through different modes of transmission (e.g.,
haze fires, water cycles, and heat) would be valuable.
• Physiologies of forest exposure: Exposure to forests
(or forest bathing) has demonstrated a wide range
of benefits, including improving the body’s immune
system. However, more robust evidence is needed on
the associated factors that influence these effects (e.g.,
severity of NCDs and exposure time).
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Environmental exposure
In a 2018 paper, The Lancet Commission
on pollution and health declared that
“pollution is the largest environmental
cause of disease and premature death in
the world today,” with NCDs accounting
for the majority of this disease burden.38
The commission paper notes that the
vast majority of mortality associated with
pollution is in LMICs, particularly those
that are rapidly developed and industrializing, with the poor and
vulnerable disproportionately affected. The preservation of healthy
forests or their restoration can be an important strategy to help lessen
disease risk associated with pollution and address institutionalized
environmental inequities and injustice.39 By filtering pollutants from
air and water, forests help reduce the threats of pollution-related
infectious diseases and NCDs. This section explores the research
demonstrating this vital contribution of forests to human health.

ENVIRONMENTAL EXPOSURE AND HUMAN HEALTH40

9 million

16%
92%
254

premature deaths linked
to pollution in 2015
of all deaths
worldwide
of deaths are in low- and
middle-income countries
million years of life
lost and 14 million years
lived with disability from
disease caused by pollution

The Lancet Commission on pollution and health
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Table 1. Impacts of environmental exposure on human health

Environmental
Related global burden of disease
exposure
Pollution

		

			

Air pollution
			

			

			
Water
pollution
			
			

•Pollution

is the largest environmental cause of disease and premature death in the world, attributable
to 9 million premature deaths in 2015 and 16% of all deaths worldwide, the large majority (92%) of which
were in LMICs. Disease caused by pollution was responsible for 254 million years of life lost and 14 million
years lived with disability.41
•NCDs such as cardiovascular disease, stroke, pulmonary disease, and lung cancer account for most of the
total disease burden attributed to pollution.42
• Data from the 2015 Global Burden of Disease study show that air pollution (ambient and household)
accounted for 6.5 million deaths, with NCDs accounting for a majority of the disease burden.43
•Household air pollution is a cause of cardiovascular disease (coronary heart disease and stroke); chronic
obstructive pulmonary disease; acute lower respiratory infections; lung cancer; and cataracts. In 2017,
household air pollution contributed to 2.9% of all deaths (1.6 million) globally and 2.4% of Disability
Adjusted Life Years (59 million), with India, China, and countries in sub-Saharan Africa facing the highest
number of deaths and women and children most acutely affected.44
•The World Health Organization (WHO) estimates that nearly half of the deaths of children aged under
5 years due to pneumonia are linked to household air pollution.45
• Data from the 2015 Global Burden of Disease study show that water pollution (unsafe water source,
inadequate sanitation, and inadequate hand-washing) accounted for 1.8 million deaths globally in 2015,
with 1.3 million of those deaths attributable to unsafe water sources.46
•Diseases linked to water pollution comprise gastrointestinal diseases—including diarrheal disease, typhoid
fever, paratyphoid fever, and lower respiratory tract infections.47
•Children aged under 5 years are most likely to be affected by diseases associated with unsafe water.48
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Ambient air pollution
Trees and forests play an important part in mitigating the
negative impacts of air pollution on human health by removing
pollutants from the air. Nowak et al. conducted a study of
these impacts in the contiguous United States. They found
that the total amount of pollution removed by trees in 2010
was 17.4 million tons, with the estimated effects of a national
reduction in human mortality of 850 incidences; reductions of
670,000 incidences of acute respiratory symptoms; 430,000
incidences of asthma exacerbation; and 200,000 school
days lost.49 Using estimates of health-care expenses and
productivity losses, Nowak et al. valued the effect of pollution
reduction on human health at $6.8 billion. The authors note
several limitations to the study. These include not accounting
for the negative effects of trees on air quality, such as reduced
wind speeds; the emissions of volatile organic compounds
that contribute to pollutants, such as ozone; or trapping
pollutants under tree canopies in proximity to sources of
emissions. They suggest that effects of trees on pollution
removal will differ locally based on variations in tree cover;
pollution concentration; length of growing season; percent
of evergreen leaf area; and meteorological conditions. While
this study provides strong evidence that pollution removal
by trees has positive impacts on air quality—and thus human
health—it also highlights the need to consider local variables
when assessing the impacts.
When forests are lost or degraded, they contribute
to air pollution that negatively impacts human health.
Deforestation and forest degradation lead to the release
of CO2 emissions from the burning of trees and the
decomposition of the remaining biomass and soil. Estimates
show that deforestation and forest degradation account
for approximately 12% of global CO2 emissions originating
as a result of human activity. This is the largest source
of CO2 emissions in at least 30 developing countries.50
Demonstrating the serious health effects of fires associated
with forest clearing, a study by Johnston et al. using data from
1997 to 2006 found that the average mortality attributed to
landscape fire smoke exposure was 339,000 deaths annually
(range of 260,000–600,000), with low-income regions of the
world, particularly in sub-Saharan Africa and Southeast Asia,
disproportionately affected.51 The findings of this study affirm
that reducing fires associated with deforestation could have
significant benefits to human health.

Box 2. Deforestation and air pollution
in Brazil52
Between 1976 and 2010, about 15% of the
Brazilian Amazon was deforested, with fire
serving as the primary method for forest clearing.
Using mortality data for cardiopulmonary disease
and lung cancer associated with exposure to
particulate matter53 from fires, researchers estimated
an average of 2,906 premature mortalities annually
across South America from 2002 to 2011 due to
deforestation fires. Forty percent of the mortality
was related to particulate emissions from all
fires. Since 2004, Brazil has witnessed significant
reductions in deforestation rates. Since 2017,
however, deforestation and fires have dramatically
increased. The researchers demonstrated that when
fire emissions related to deforestation decreased
(between 2001 and 2012), air quality improved, which
resulted in benefits to human health. Specifically,
the study found that the mean particulate matter
concentrations decreased by 30%, with the
researchers estimating the prevention of between
400 and 1,000 premature adult deaths annually in
South America.
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Household air pollution
Research also notes linkages between deforestation and forest degradation and the harvesting of fuelwood, though not as
a primary driver of large-scale, global deforestation.54, 55 More than 2.4 billion people, primarily in the developing world, rely
on biomass (e.g., wood, crop residues, and charcoal) to cook and heat their homes.56 The production of charcoal—the use
of which is on the rise by households in Africa—has a significant impact on deforestation. Charcoal production contributed
to approximately 7% of deforestation rates in tropical countries with high degrees of deforestation, with the level of impact
dependent on factors such as the use of clear-cutting versus selective cutting; the size of trees and their densities; and tree
species composition.57
The burning of fuelwood, a major driver of forest degradation, contributes to air pollution, both at the ambient and household
levels, leading to negative health outcomes. Household (indoor) air pollution, primarily caused by the use of biomass for cooking
and heating, is closely linked to early death and disease, with impacts disproportionately affecting people in LMICs that are
more reliant on these biomass sources. Research shows that exposure to household air pollution is a cause of cardiovascular
disease (coronary heart disease and stroke); chronic obstructive pulmonary disease; acute lower respiratory infections; lung
cancer; and cataracts. In 2017, such exposure contributed to 2.9% of all deaths (1.6 million) globally and 2.4% of Disability
Adjusted Life Years (59 million), with India, China, and countries in sub-Saharan Africa facing the highest number of deaths
and women and children most acutely affected.58 WHO estimates that nearly half of the deaths of children aged under 5 years
due to pneumonia are linked to household air pollution.59 The organization suggests that a shift from solid fuels to cleaner
technologies, such as biogas, electricity, or solar power, and to improved designs of stoves (clean cookstoves) that are more
efficient can help to mitigate indoor pollution. In addition, stemming forest loss and degradation linked to fuelwood harvesting
would prove beneficial.

Water pollution
Forests play a critical role in protecting the quality and safety
of drinking water, which is closely tied to the prevention of
water-related diseases. Research shows that forests impact
water quality by reducing soil erosion and sediment load
and filtering pollutants. They also reduce pollutant inputs
because forests are not associated with high development
land uses such as agriculture, industry, or human
settlements, which are linked to elevated pollution levels.60, 61
There has been growing recognition that water and land
management are closely tied and that activities humans
carry out on land (e.g., agriculture) have a direct impact both
on the use and pollution of water resources.62 When rain falls
directly on bare land, the soil can easily erode and be carried
into rivers. Large-scale forests reduce this process and filter
contaminants from being washed from land into rivers and
streams, thus protecting vital sources of drinking water in
rural areas.63
Unsafe water contributes to a variety of waterborne
diseases, including typhoid and diarrheal disease, which are
caused by ingestion of contaminated water that contains
bacteria or viruses.64 Inadequate hygiene, including a lack
of access to clean water for hand-washing, contributes to
the spread of respiratory infections. Hand-washing removes
respiratory pathogens from hands, preventing them from
entering the body or being passed on to others.65

Box 3. Diarrhea and acute respiratory infections
are two of the leading causes of morbidity and
mortality globally among children aged under
5 years.
• Diarrhea accounts for about 8% of all deaths
among children aged under 5 years worldwide.
The majority of deaths from diarrhea occur among
children aged under 2 years living in South Asia and
sub-Saharan Africa.66
• Acute respiratory infections are the leading
cause of mortality in children aged under 5 years
worldwide, and most of these deaths are due to
bronchiolitis and pneumonia. Pneumonia kills
more children than any other infectious disease.67
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A study of 35 developing countries focused on waterborne
diarrheal disease showed that tree cover plays a role in
drinking water quality by filtering pollutants and pathogens
in places where people rely on surface water, primarily in
rural areas.68 The researchers found that in the rural areas
studied, upstream tree cover was associated with a lower
prevalence of diarrheal disease (linked to water pollution) in
children downstream, with a 30% increase in upstream tree
cover linked to a 4% reduction in the probability of diarrheal
disease—similar to the effects of an improved sanitation
facility. Testing whether the impact of tree cover was
associated with the filtration and dilution of pollutants or
the displacement of human activities polluting the
watershed, the researchers found that positive impacts
stayed constant in areas of high- and low-upstream
human activity, suggesting that even with higher levels of
development upstream, the positive effects of tree cover
remain. The findings of this study support the conclusion
that the influence of forests on drinking water quality has
positive impacts on the prevalence of diarrheal disease for
people who rely on surface water. With diarrheal disease
being the second-leading cause of death and the leading
cause of malnutrition in children aged under 5 years
worldwide, measures to prevent this disease are critical
for the health and well-being of children around the globe.69

PLACE

Box 4. Tropical forests and children’s health70
A study of the public health benefits of forest
conservation in Cambodia—which reviewed
Demographic and Health Survey data from 2005,
2010, and 2014—analyzed the association
between incidence of diarrhea and acute
respiratory infections in children aged under 5 years
within protected land areas and in areas with forest
destruction.71 The study found that loss of dense
forest was associated with increased incidence of
diarrhea and acute respiratory infections. Protected
area coverage (not by type) was associated with
decreased incidence of both ailments. The researchers
acknowledge that the causal mechanisms behind the
association of these childhood diseases with the extent
of local loss of dense forest are yet to be determined.

PARTNERSHIPS

Knowledge gaps
• Forests and air pollution: Evidence suggests pollution
removal by trees improves air quality—and thus reduces
the impacts of poor air quality on human health. It will
be important to better understand how these impacts
are affected by local conditions, including variations
in tree cover; pollution concentration; length of
growing season; percent of evergreen leaf area; and
meteorological conditions.
• Environmental justice: When assessing the impacts
of forests on water and air pollution, more knowledge
is needed about the people who benefit based on
their proximity to forests and other factors related
to different local institutional and socioeconomic
conditions.
• Health priorities related to forests: There is a need to
systematically identify the range of forest-water-health
interactions and determine how different places can fit
within these conditions in both space and time.

PRECEDENT
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Conversations around nutrition, forest health, and
local communities don’t pay enough attention to
nutrition as opposed to calories. The forest really
delivers for communities. Agriculture can provide
calories through crops but not the same level of
nutrition that wild food from forests can provide.
The inequities of the trade-offs can be stark.

Nutrition and food security
Forests provide a source of livelihoods,
food, fuel, and medicine for many
different human communities across
geographies. Forests directly supply
many healthy foods, including fruits,
leafy vegetables, seeds, nuts, and
edible oils. Forests also provide
the habitat for bushmeat, fish, and
insects.72 Globally, about 1.6 billion
people depend directly on forests for their livelihoods.73
For many Indigenous peoples and forest-dependent
communities, forest species (plants, animals, mushrooms)
are a significant lifeline, and the inequities and trade-offs of
repurposing forestland for pastures and crops can be stark.
Human food security and dietary health rely on sufficient access
to diverse, quality foods. Nonetheless, forests can also expose
humans to dangerous wildlife, toxic fruits and foliage, and flora
and fauna that cause allergic or irritant reactions.74
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50%
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children worldwide
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of a woman’s total daily
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Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO) and United Nations
Environment Programme (UNEP). The State of the World’s Forests 2020

Adequate nutrition is crucial for the health and well-being of all people and has implications for people’s susceptibility to
disease and their short- and long-term health. Foods, diets, and the nutritional status of individuals are significant determinants
of NCDs, including cardiovascular diseases, some types of cancer, and diabetes.75 While the evidence is still limited, several
studies suggest links between tree cover and the quality of children’s diets. Several studies also acknowledge that key
household indicators and sociodemographic factors (e.g., mother’s education, household size, and market access) present
variables that make it challenging to determine a linear causal pathway between tree cover and children’s diets.76
Each year, childhood undernutrition kills 3.1 million children.77 Of particular importance is the nutrition of women prior to and
during pregnancy and over the first two years of a child’s life, which has far-reaching implications for the survival, health, and
development of mothers and their children. Poor nutrition during this critical window—the first 1,000 days of life—can leave
those children who survive with long-term health, social, and financial challenges. Both the quality and diversity of a child’s diet
have a significant impact on their nutritional status; children with adequate nutrition will have improved cognitive and physical
development as well as lower risk of morbidity and mortality. If children do not have access to the vital nutrients they need
to grow and develop their brains and bodies, they are far more likely to become ill and to die from diseases over the course
of their lifetimes (e.g., acute respiratory disease and diarrheal disease).78 Malnutrition, in all its forms, has serious and lasting
developmental, economic, social, and medical effects for individuals.
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Box 6. Forest cover and dietary quality among
children in 21 African countries81

Overall, the study
indicated that children
in Africa with more tree
cover may have more
diverse diets, influencing
their nutrition and,
ultimately, their food
security.
Countries in the study

Box 5. Forest cover and child health
and nutrition79
A 2019 Lancet study explored the intersection
of forests, poverty, and human health—which
connect with the UN Sustainable Development
Goals (SDGs) 1, 2, 3, 6, and 15—looking specifically
at the effects of forests on three of the conditions
that most significantly impact childhood health
among the poorest and most vulnerable children.
These include anemia, stunting, and diarrheal disease.
The study found that forest cover is associated
with reduced prevalence of all three conditions
among the poorest households in the 35 countries
studied. Children living with the most forest cover
who fell within the two lowest wealth quintiles were
significantly less likely to have or develop these
maladies when compared with children with less
forest cover. Conversely, the study found that for
children in the highest wealth quintiles, no association
was found between forest cover and prevalence of
these health outcomes.80 The authors underscore
the critical importance of building on emerging data
at the nexus of environmental and human health and
identifying the co-benefits of forest conservation and
human health to identify opportunities to deliver on
multiple SDGs.

One study drew from Demographic and Health Survey
data on food consumption and Global Land Cover
Facility tree cover data in 21 African countries to
examine the relationship between tree cover
and three significant indicators of the nutritional
quality of children’s diets: (1) dietary diversity;
(2) fruit and vegetable consumption; and (3) animal
source food consumption. The study assumes
that markets in these settings are insufficient or
inaccessible. Given that households can access
diverse and nutritious food through two pathways (i.e.,
production or purchase), a household with sufficient
access to a “perfect” market would not be impacted
by vegetation cover. However, the study concluded
that households with access only to limited markets
might be impacted from low tree cover in a number
of ways, including poorer access to wild, nutritious
foods (e.g., wild fruit). The study found a statistically
significant positive relationship between tree cover
and dietary diversity specific to fruit and vegetable
consumption. There was increased consumption with
tree cover up to a peak of 45% tree cover. However,
no statistically significant relationship was established
between tree cover and animal food consumption.
Overall, the study indicated that children in Africa
with more tree cover may have more diverse diets,
influencing their nutrition and, ultimately, their
food security.
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Box 7. Forest contribution to dietary intake
and relationship to household food insecurity
in Cameroon82
A study of rural forest-dependent households
in 12 villages in eastern and southern Cameroon
was carried out to determine the extent to
which forest foods contribute to a diversity of
diet and household food security. Household food
consumption data were gathered from women
to generate a dietary diversity score, food variety
score, and forest food consumption score. The study
found that forest foods accounted for roughly half
of women’s total daily energy intake, indicating a
deep dependence on forest foods. Further, forest
foods significantly contributed to critical vitamin
intakes (e.g., 98% of vitamin A, 88% of zinc, and 89%
of calcium). A significant inverse correlation was
observed between the Household Food Insecurity
Access Scale score and the forest food consumption
score, which implies that forest foods play a vital role
in food security for forest-dependent communities,
such as these 12 villages, and by extension for a
proportion of the 1.6 billion people who directly
depend on forests for their livelihoods. The authors
concluded that forest foods are widely consumed by
forest-dependent communities and that, given the
abundance of nutrients in wild fruits and vegetables,
these foods offer important contributions to
improving nutritional outcomes and addressing
food insecurity.

The extent of the role that forests play in supporting human nutrition and food security is insufficiently substantiated and,
historically, has been largely unrecognized.83 It is important to note that there has also been considerable debate around
the nutritional value of forest foods. Some have argued that the small physical stature of forest-dwelling communities is
due to poor nutrition, while others contend that wild meats, obtained by hunter-gatherers, are in fact nutritionally superior
to domesticated meats. There is substantial agreement that forests can offer a nutritional safety net in times of conflict or
environmental or household-level crises.84 It is equally important to recognize that the most extreme poverty and hunger is
found primarily among rural, smallholder farmers, and increasing food production, agricultural productivity, and associated
rural incomes are widely seen as crucial to eradicating hunger and extreme poverty.85
Forest conservation clearly has potentially important implications for nutrition-sensitive interventions in LMICs to safeguard
the health and development of vulnerable populations—particularly women of childbearing years and young children. Yet
conservation efforts, including reforestation and restoration, must consider the roles of both forests and trees, as well as
productive agriculture and smallholder agriculture, in ensuring food security and nutrition-sensitive approaches for the world’s
growing population, particularly for those most vulnerable to extreme hunger, poverty, and inadequate nutrition.86
The wild foods produced by forests and trees are a critical source of food security and nutrition for millions of people, especially
those living in poverty. This is particularly true for rural communities with limited access to markets and where wild or semiwild
fruits, vegetables, wild meats, and mushrooms are often an important source of micronutrients and protein. For example, in
remote regions of Tanzania, wild foods account for between 19% and 30% of vitamins A and C and iron and contribute to 2% of
energy intake. Forests are also a crucial source of fuel for cooking in rural communities and cities.87
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Knowledge gaps
• Nutritional trade-offs of land-use change: The
nutritional capacity of wild, forest-derived foods has
received insufficient attention. There is a need to
better understand the level of nutrition (per area of
productivity) provided by forests versus pastures or row
crops to fully comprehend the nutritional implications
of land-use change.
• Tree cover and child nutrition: The causal pathways
between tree cover and children’s diets require greater
evidence across diverse contexts because there
are other factors shaping these interactions linked
to mitigating and contextual factors (e.g., mother’s
education, household size, and market access).
• Dietary preferences, agroforestry, and forest foods:
More knowledge is needed on local preferences for
wild forest foods and forest-based agricultural
systems (e.g., agroforestry and silviculture). A better
understanding of the institutional conditions that lead
to diet shifts in communities that previously preferred
or used forest foods is needed. It is also important to
understand how changes to markets and human health
outcomes are linked.
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Physical hazards
Forests generally mitigate
physical risks to human health.
The United Nations estimates that
more than 1.3 million people died
as a direct result of natural hazards
(e.g., storms, flooding, drought,
extreme temperatures, landslides, and
wildfires) from 1996 to 2015—with an
acceleration in weather and climaterelated disasters from the previous decade.88 Natural ecosystems,
especially forests and mangroves, can provide protection from
these physical hazards in a variety of ways, preventing death
and safeguarding human health. Below, Dudley et al. detail how
forests and natural ecosystems offer a defense against some of
these physical hazards. Additionally, we have included heat as
another physical hazard based on its emergence in the literature
as something that can be mediated by forest cover.89

PHYSICAL HAZARDS AND HUMAN HEALTH

1.3 million

$1,700
4x

average number of fatalities
from natural hazards
from 1996 to 201588
yearly loss of worker
income from stoppages
due to extreme heat †
increase in days with
hazardous heat affecting
outdoor workers †

Union of Concerned Scientists. https://doi.org/10.47923/2021.14236

†

• Flooding: Forests can slow the pace of water flow by buffering and absorbing floodwaters and contributing to
groundwater intrusion.
• Landslides: Vegetation helps to stabilize soil, and trees can provide a barrier to the movement of soil, snow, or rocks
down steep slopes.
• Wildfires: Well-managed forests are better able to withstand wildfires.
• Hurricanes and storms: Green infrastructure (e.g., forests, marshes, and mangroves) can help buffer the physical impacts
of stormwater.90
• Heat: Forested landscapes and cities, as well as trees themselves, provide relief and shade to people and animals
and reduce ambient temperatures.91
Interventions to preserve and restore the world’s forests often acknowledge the benefits forests afford human and planetary
health. However, they must also acknowledge the potential physical hazards that can stem from forests and trees. Forests
themselves tend not to generate physical risks to human health, but trees certainly can in the context of physical hazards as a
part of floods, landslides, and storms. The distinction here between forests and trees is less important if it can be understood
that there are trade-offs inherent in the protection, management, and restoration of forests. Therefore, comprehensive risk
assessments to determine the various physical risks to people associated with forests and the impacts of trees in different
physical hazard and disaster risk-planning scenarios, especially in a changing climate, are essential to balanced forest
conservation and management strategies.
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Flooding and landslides
The role of forests in limiting the impacts of flooding or landslides typically depends on the scale, intensity, and duration of
precipitation. For the types of changes in precipitation that are associated with climate change, wet places will tend to get
wetter, leading to increased risk of flooding and landslides.92 The extent that forests can mitigate the most drastic impacts of
these hazards seems bound by scale. Forest cover can improve the peak discharges for small to moderate floods but has little
effect on large floods.93 Additionally, Bathhurst et al. report that at the catchment scale, it appears that forest cover must be at
least 20%–30% to generate any flood reduction benefits. How forest cover can mitigate peak flow during rainfall events is the
primary metric that determines the role forests can play in preventing dangerous floods.
In addition to forest cover, soil properties and groundwater intrusion also impact the likelihood and/or intensity of small or
moderate flooding events. These events appear less dependent on forest cover than on the compaction potential of different
soil types, even following afforestation. Water that can infiltrate soil in catchments is obviously less risky than water that
cannot and remains on the surface. Key to this risk is the establishment of road networks, especially within forests, that reduce
subsurface water flow and contribute to flood generation.94
Forests, especially those with deep-rooted trees, have long been entrusted to lessen the occurrence of landslides by improving
drainage and securing soils. This protection, however, only extends to shallow landslides. Forests are unable to prevent
landslides that result from deep geological movement (e.g., earthquakes) or extended heavy rainfall.95
Not only does deforestation contribute to increased flood or landslide risk, it also places people in harm’s way. Infrastructure
developed without appropriate drainage or precautions against potential erosion predisposes it to failure and places the people
who use roads and other infrastructure prone to enhanced flooding and landslide risk in physical danger.96

Wildfires
Wildfires have emerged as a formidable physical hazard to people, and the largest and most intense wildfires burn forests. In
this context, the existence of forests produces human health risks, both physically from the fires themselves as well as the
smoke and haze that can even cross continents. Massive fires in the Amazon, the western United States, and Australia have
demonstrated a significant and life-altering risk to human well-being. Yet these threats are balanced by the importance of
forests to human health in other capacities. The economic contributions of forests as well as the physical perils that they pose
have led most countries that contain forests to create forestry departments that manage the benefits and risks of forests,
including the threats of wildfires.
Wildfire suppression is a typical fire management strategy, especially as residential development expands into forested areas.
The fuel load of forests managed for residential development predisposes such forests to more intense fires, especially when
droughts set in. However, the management required for fire-adapted forests, namely prescribed burning, is at odds with the
human health implications of smoke, haze from such fires, and the potential hazards given limited firefighting resources.
While the intent is to avoid the human health impacts of smoke, which are well documented, there is a trade-off between fire
suppression and the more substantial and disastrous impact of wildfires. These physical risks can often extend beyond the
fires to include landslides and debris flows, many of which can be catastrophic in the wake of tragic fire events.97￼

Hurricanes and storms
Forests can positively affect human health by minimizing the impacts of rain, wind, and water associated with storms. Tide and
water level surges from tropical storms represent some of the most destructive and dangerous features of such storms.98
In many cases, wave energy and flooding are lessened by mangrove and coastal forests, and planting mangroves has become
a proven disaster risk reduction strategy in the coastal tropics. However, in other cases, large waves and storms have uprooted
trees and mangroves that then become significant physical hazards on top of flooding and wind. In this sense, forests reduce
risks to human health while the trees themselves pose a risk.
Husrin et al. demonstrate a series of contexts for how coastal trees and forests can weaken storm energy in waves based
largely on root depth and the width of forests perpendicular to coastlines.99 When it comes to minimizing the physical risks to
human health from coastal storms, the most important factor in whether trees and forests will be an asset or a liability during
a storm is the integrity and width of the forest itself, where increased forest width seems to grant greater protection. It should
be noted, however, that during storms, forests can also pose a threat to human health from falling limbs and trees that cause
physical harm as well as the disruption of life-supporting infrastructure.
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Heat exposure and related diseases
Figure 3. Forests circulate and cool the atmosphere
Extreme heat exposure has increased nearly 200%, affecting
1.7 billion people from 1983 to 2016, and extreme humid heat
overall has more than doubled in frequency since 1979.*
Forests can not only mitigate temperature extremes but
can also limit the ability of humidity to climb to 100% where
temperatures of 35ºC exceed the capacity of the human
body to cool itself, suggesting the increasing importance
of urban forests.

Trees and plants exhale water
from their leaves through a
process called transpiration.
This process produces the
circulation of air that keeps
humidity from reaching 100%
providing literal breathing
space and the capacity of the
body to cool through sweat.*

In cities, tree cover cools.
There is growing research
that demonstrates the best
impacts of canopy cover on
cooling happen starting at
40% canopy cover.†

Research models have
shown temperatures may
be reduced by up to 5ºC
by full growth trees already
in a neighborhood and
the addition of more full
growth plantings.‡

Densely built-up areas, and
those with the lowest
vegetation cover, are often
home to populations with
limited resources to combat
extreme heat.

*https://doi.org/10.1073/pnas.2024792118
†
https://doi.org/10.1073/pnas.1817561116
‡
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compenvurbsys.2021.101655

Heat is a growing threat to human health as climate change
subjects more people to extreme temperature events.
According to WHO, exposure to excessive heat not only carries
direct risk for illnesses such as heat exhaustion and heatstroke
but also exacerbates chronic cardiovascular, respiratory, and
diabetes-related conditions.100 In addition, WHO notes that small
variations in temperature are linked to increases in illness and
mortality, and additional research demonstrated that heat waves
are associated with increases in intimate partner violence, police
reports, and help line calls.101
Forests provide natural protection from heat. The cooling
effects of shade and the release of moisture from soil into
the air can lessen the impacts of excessive temperatures.102,
103
However, the combination of heat and humidity can also
present significant risks to people. In extreme conditions where
humidity is 100% and heat approaches 35ºC, humans reach the
physiological limit for survival. Due to climate change, extreme
heat and humidity combinations are already appearing more
frequently, having doubled globally since 1979.104
Much of the research on the effects of heat stress on health
has focused on extreme events, particularly in urban areas
in developed countries. In urban settings, the largest cooling
potential increases nonlinearly as canopy cover approaches
and exceeds 40%.105 This threshold may be important in urban
design to adapt to more frequent and intense events in cities.
A study by Wolff et al. using surveys of inhabitants of nearly
500 villages in rural Indonesia provides insights into the
linkages between deforestation, heat, and health in rural areas
in LMICs.106 When asked whether forests were important
for health, most respondents cited the role of forests in the
maintenance of cooler temperatures, with inhabitants of
recently deforested or fragmented landscapes most likely to
provide this answer. These results affirm the potential of forests
in regulating local climate and add evidence to a phenomenon
that many people have personally experienced.
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Knowledge gaps
• Forests and flooding: Forest cover of 20%–30%
appears to mitigate peak flows in small or moderate
flooding if considered at the catchment scale.
Understanding other types of land cover that could
support flood mitigation would be beneficial.
• Extreme heat and humidity: What is the role of
forests in managing landscape-scale humidity in
relation to temperature? Does the presence of forests
increase relative humidity, placing forest-adjacent
communities in greater risk of experiencing heat/
humidity maximums, or do forests regulate humidity
and heat to safer levels?
• Rural, suburban, and urban forest fire management:
There are trade-offs between managing forests with
residential uses and controlling fuel loads in fireadapted forests. Prescribed burns generate smoke
that can impact human health, and wildfires can be
catastrophic. It would be useful to know more about
the human health trade-offs between fire suppression
strategies and the disastrous effects of wildfires.
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Infectious diseases
Infectious diseases are the leading
cause of death in low-income countries
and the leading cause of death of
children aged under 5 years globally.107
While established infectious diseases
account for most of the infectious
disease burden, emerging infectious
diseases (EIDs) are on the rise globally,
many tied to zoonoses (diseases
transmissible from animals to humans). WHO estimates there
are about 40 infectious diseases that were not present one
generation ago. These include: severe acute respiratory syndrome
(SARS); avian influenza; Ebola virus disease (EVD); Middle East
respiratory syndrome (MERS); and Nipah. According to WHO,
75% of all EIDs originate in animals.108, 109 With the number of EIDs
increasing significantly over time, zoonotic EIDs pose a serious
threat to global health. Interactions between humans and nature
have changed dramatically over the last century. In the past 50
years, the increasing emergence of zoonotic infectious diseases
corresponds with unprecedented rates of tropical deforestation
and degradation.

INFECTIOUS DISEASES AND HUMAN HEALTH

75%
2.5 billion
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44%

of new or emerging infectious
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Centers for Disease Control and Prevention.
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC5711306/

The linkages between deforestation and infectious diseases are complex and are influenced by a variety of
interconnected factors. These include: varied ecological systems; human behavior; changing interactions with and
among wildlife; and the unique biology of wildlife and pathogens. A growing body of research suggests that deforestation
can increase the risk of the emergence and spread of infectious diseases. A 2015 study found that nearly one in three
outbreaks of new and emerging diseases are linked to land-use change, including deforestation.110 By shrinking and
fragmenting habitats (especially forests), deforestation promotes greater concentrations and interaction among disease
pathogens, vectors, and hosts, leading to greater opportunities for disease transmission to people.111
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Deforestation and infectious disease risk
Understanding the intersections between
pathogens and people is necessary to
determine the impact that conservation
efforts might have on disease emergence
and control. Hosseini et al. classify the
risk of the emergence and spread of
pathogens to people from wildlife into the
following components: hazards, exposure,
and vulnerability.112 These researchers
define hazards as “potential sources of
harm from microbes, such as viruses,
bacteria, and other pathogens”; exposure
as “the likelihood of contact, including
vector-borne transmission, between
humans and hazards”; and vulnerability as
“the possibility given exposure that the
microbial hazard can actually cause harm.”

Figure 4. Cumulative increase in zoonotic infectious diseases
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Research shows examples in which deforestation is linked to both increases and decreases in the risk of the emergence
and spread of infectious disease. This linkage is due to unique interactions between disease hosts, pathogens, and their
environment. For example, forests are associated with greater biodiversity. Pathogen diversity when proportional to forest
biodiversity often increases the existence of a greater number of infectious diseases because more species (hosts) carry more
pathogens. However, greater host biodiversity can also effectively decrease the risk of spillover of individual pathogens from
animals to humans because it reduces the prevalence of pathogens among a diversity of less-competent host species.114
Some species are hosts but do not transmit pathogens to people (noncompetent hosts), while other species can pass an
infectious disease to people (competent hosts). Biodiversity can be critical in diluting local populations of competent hosts
with noncompetent hosts, reducing the probability of a competent host transmitting a pathogen to a person.
Below are examples of ways in which deforestation both increases and decreases risk of spillover:
Increased infectious disease risk associated with deforestation
• Fragmentation of forests shrinks wildlife habitats, often bringing animals and humans closer together, increasing the risk
of spillover of diseases from animals to humans.115
• Deforestation can concentrate host and vector animal populations in fragmented habitats at unnaturally high densities.
Disease vectors interact with a greater variety of pathogens and other potential hosts (e.g., livestock, wildlife, and humans),
which can lead to new foci of transmission or novel sources of zoonotic infections.116 Many vector species, like people, are
also habitat generalists.
• Deforestation is associated with a loss of biodiversity, which plays a protective role for humans through the “dilution
effect.” The dilution effect hypothesizes that vector infection rates, and thus human infection risk, are lower in areas with
a wider variety of wildlife where noncompetent hosts dilute disease transmission between vectors and highly competent
hosts.117 Biodiversity loss of apex predators also compromises nature’s mechanism for reducing the prevalence of host
and vector animals within prey populations.118
Decreased infectious disease risk associated with deforestation
• Counter to the dilution effect, the biodiversity associated with forested areas can mean a higher number of competent
disease hosts, increasing disease prevalence (i.e., the amplification effect). Areas with high biodiversity could also host
novel pathogens, leading to an emergence of new diseases that could enter the human population.
• Deforestation can eliminate select disease vector species through the destruction of their habitats.119
Research across established pathogens and EIDs demonstrates the complexity of the relationship between deforestation and
the emergence and spread of infectious diseases. While causality is challenging to determine, research on established diseases
such as malaria, yellow fever, and Lyme disease, along with research on emerging diseases such as EVD and COVID-19, provide
strong evidence of the deep linkages between deforestation and human health. Understanding the effects of deforestation
on the risks of disease transmission between wildlife and humans provides an opportunity to better predict and mitigate the
emergence of new infectious diseases as well as the spread of existing infectious diseases.
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Malaria
Although the disease ecology of forests is an emerging
area of study, malaria is one of the infectious diseases with
the most robust research on linkages to deforestation
and may offer insights into other mosquito-borne and
zoonotic diseases. Malaria affected 228 million people
globally in 2018, with 93% of cases in Africa, and resulted
in an estimated 405,000 associated deaths.120 Several
studies have shown that deforestation is connected to an
increased prevalence of malaria. However, these studies
have also found that regional and local ecological variables,
the characteristics of different mosquito species, and
environmental variables affect mosquitoes’ ability to develop
and transmit the malaria parasite (vector competence).
An analysis by Austin, Bellinger, and Rana of 67 developing
nations where malaria is endemic showed that deforestation
is associated with increased prevalence of malaria—across
different regions and different species of mosquitoes.121
The study cites several ways in which deforestation can
impact malaria prevalence, including increases in sunlight
and standing water that provide favorable breeding sites
for competent mosquito vectors; loss of biodiversity; and
increases in human exposure to vector mosquitoes. While
the study identifies a broad pattern linking deforestation
to malaria, it also notes that the analysis does not consider
regional or local ecological factors and mosquito species
characteristics that may affect malaria prevalence.

Malaria affected 228 million people globally
in 2018, with 93% of cases in Africa.

Within Austin, Bellinger, and Rana’s analysis, a review of a set of regional and local studies offers insights into the variations
of the impacts of forests on malaria transmission. These studies reveal that while some vector mosquitoes require deep
forest shade (and benefit from forest conservation), certain mosquitoes require partial shade and can thrive on forest edges
or in areas with reduced tree cover.122 The researchers note that mosquito distribution; the ecology of a locality or region;
characteristics of different mosquito species; and patterns of human-mosquito contact affect regional and local variations
in the impacts of forests on malaria transmission. Other factors, such as soil conditions, level of rainfall, and temperature
variations, also affect the prevalence of malaria.
A study of 795 municipalities in the Amazon across 13 years found that a 10% increase in deforestation led to a 3.3% increase
in malaria incidence, with deforestation effects on malaria the greatest during the early stages of deforestation as forest edge
habitat increased.123 In Africa, three of the four most competent malaria vectors are mainly nonforest species.124 Deforestation
provides the ecological conditions that allow these competent vectors to proliferate.
A study by Guerra, Snow, and Hay showed that in Central Africa—where all four of the most competent malaria vectors
are present—deforestation has been linked to increases in malaria transmission by creating suitable habitats for breeding
of nonforest-dependent mosquitoes.125 The researchers also found that because Southeast Asia and the western Pacific
have a wider diversity of vector mosquito species, deforestation is associated with both reductions and increases in malaria
transmission across the regions. Closed forests provide favorable ecological conditions for the lifespan and breeding sites
of some mosquito species, while forest-fringe and deforested areas create favorable breeding habitats for others. The
researchers note that some vectors in the regions are highly adaptable to habitat changes caused by deforestation, which
could also lead to increases in transmission after deforestation activities. These variables make the impacts of deforestation
on malaria transmission in Asia unlikely to be unidirectional. This study reveals the complexity of the relationship between
deforestation and malaria transmission and underscores the need to better understand the regional, local, and microdynamics
of these linkages.
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Lyme disease
Lyme disease is the most reported vector-borne disease in
the United States, with prevalence highest in areas in the
Northeast where suburban and exurban development infringe
on forested areas.126 Each year, approximately 30,000 cases127
of Lyme disease are reported in the United States, although
some estimates suggest that the actual infection rate is nearly
300,000. Lyme disease is a species of bacteria that can be
passed to humans through a tick vector after it feeds on
animals during its successive life stages. Several studies have
concluded that fragmentation of forests increases the risk of
human exposure to Lyme disease.128, 129
An analysis by Larsen et al. examined the hypothesis that
increases in tick density, infected ticks, and the prevalence
of infected ticks, combined with increased opportunities for
zoonotic spillover due to human development associated with
fragmented forests, would increase Lyme disease incidence.130
Several studies cited in this analysis found that linking human
incidence of Lyme disease to forest fragmentation yielded
ambiguous results. One study showed that areas with forests
that were smaller and more fragmented had fewer cases
of Lyme disease than areas with more contiguous forest.
Additional studies cited in the analysis suggested no impact
from forest fragmentation on disease incidence. Larsen et al.
posit that an explanation for these inconsistent findings is that
disease risk modifies human settlement patterns—with higher
Lyme disease incidence resulting in fewer people residing in
the forest fringes.

Box 8. Lyme disease in the coastal dunes
of California131
Until recently, the issues surrounding tick-borne
pathogens like Lyme disease were primarily
confined to the northeastern United States.
The forests of New England have been the
epicenter of Lyme disease cases and research.
However, a study by Salkeld et al. examined the
prevalence and diversity of tick-borne pathogens in
multiple coastal woodland and grassland ecosystems in
California. This research uncovered a wide diversity of
tick-borne pathogens with relatively high infection rates
among collected ticks. This included high densities of
infected ticks in coastal grassland habitats, which do
not conform to the habitat risks or geography most
people would associate with Lyme disease.

Box 9. Lyme disease in New York State
A study in southeastern New York State found that forest fragmentation leads to diminished species
diversity in forested areas, resulting in higher risk of human exposure to Lyme disease.132 The findings
of this study upheld the “dilution effect” hypothesis that species diversity of vector hosts, some of
which are noncompetent disease hosts, dilutes the effects of the most competent disease reservoir,
Borrelia burgdorferi,
bacteria that causes the white-footed mouse (which infects 40%–90% of larval ticks), in spreading disease. Because the
Lyme disease
white-footed mouse has a wide habitat tolerance, it can survive in degraded forests, leading to more
mice in species-poor communities. The study further found that tree squirrels demonstrated the strongest dilution
potential by reducing infection prevalence by 58% (when compared with ticks feeding on mice alone). Several other
studies have concluded that fragmentation of forests increases the risk of human exposure to Lyme disease.133, 134
Degraded forests

Vector hosts

Level of competency

Ticks feed on a variety of wildlife, including mice, deer,
birds, and squirrels.

Mice are high-competent disease hosts and thrive
in degraded forests and species-poor communities.
High competent/high dispersal
Low competent/low dispersal
Noncompetent
Incidental

Ticks transmit and/or become infected with Borrelia burgdorferi bacteria from blood meals of infected hosts, but not all hosts
have the same level of competency to become infected or transmit disease. A greater diversity of species lowers the probability
of human exposure to disease.
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Other vector-borne diseases
Deforestation has also been linked to other mosquito-borne diseases, such as dengue (96 million clinical cases annually);135
Japanese encephalitis (68,000 clinical cases annually);136 and yellow fever (200,000 cases annually);137 among many others.
While research on the intersection of deforestation and disease is more limited for these infectious diseases, studies by
Mondet (yellow fever); Vanwambeke et al. (dengue); and Mackenzie and Williams (Japanese encephalitis) indicate that
land-use changes—including deforestation—can impact the abundance of infected mosquitoes and increase human contact
with infected mosquitoes and other host animals, thus increasing infection risk.138, 139, 140￼ ￼ ￼
In addition, diseases passed to humans through other vectors have linkages to deforestation. A report by the Center for
International Forestry Research cites dozens of vector-borne diseases with linkages to deforestation.141 These include
Lassa virus, passed through rodents; schistosomiasis, passed through snails; leishmaniasis, passed through sand flies; and
Chagas disease, passed through triatoma bugs. Studies that focus on the effects of malaria transmission due to mosquito
habitat changes caused by deforestation offer insights into the impacts of deforestation on the transmission of these
diseases and mosquito-borne diseases beyond malaria. However, these studies may not capture how deforestation or
forest degradation affect the unique biology and ecology of other vector species.

Emerging infectious diseases
The US National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases defines EIDs as those that “have nearly appeared in a population
or have existed but are rapidly increasing in incidence or geographic range.”142 EIDs include SARS, MERS, EVD, avian flu,
swine flu, Zika, and COVID-19 and are likely to include the appearance of established infectious diseases in new areas as
climate change expands vector habitats. As travel between countries becomes less expensive and easier, infectious
diseases are spreading further and faster than at any other time in human history.
A driver behind the increased incidence of EIDs spilling over into human populations and then rapidly spreading is the global
demand for live exotic animals (for pets as well as consumption). Historically, the impact of EIDs was limited to communities
near forested or deforested areas containing pathogen-carrying animals. Hunters would bring infected animals out of the
forest into their communities, but the disease would not spread widely beyond those communities. With greater migration
to urban areas and cross-border expansion of regional and international markets, the demand for wildlife is increasingly
dispersed, and the globalized supply chain allows for species harboring pathogens to be in contact with humans along all
points of these more complex and lengthy supply chains.
With 75% of EIDs originating in animals, the understanding that human health is connected to the health of wildlife, which
is inextricably linked to forest health, is gaining greater attention not only in the research community but also among
policymakers and the general public.143 There is a growing body of research on the linkages between EIDs and deforestation
that may further substantiate these connections.
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Ebola virus disease
EVD is a rare but severe and often fatal disease, with a mortality
rate of 50%. The virus is zoonotic in origin, and fruit bats are the most
probable natural host. Transmission likely occurs from wildlife
(fruit bats, porcupines, or nonhuman primates) to humans and then
spreads among people.144 Recent research also indicates that humans
can now act as intermediate hosts and can serve as long-term Ebola virus
reservoirs that trigger new EVD outbreaks.145
Since its identification in 1976, EVD has killed more than 13,000 people,
with all cases originating in Africa.146 The outbreak in West and Central
Africa between 2014 and 2016 was the most severe, with more cases
and deaths than all other outbreaks combined. During this outbreak
EVD also spread across countries in the region. In August 2018, the
10th outbreak of EVD was announced in the Democratic Republic of
the Congo, in the northeastern part of the country. This was the world’s
second largest EVD outbreak, which lasted almost two years, and was
declared over on June 25, 2020. However, just a few weeks prior to this
announcement, the country confirmed its 11th outbreak (unrelated to the
10th) in the northwest.147
A study by Olivero et al. of 27 sites in West and Central Africa with EVD
outbreaks occurring between 2001 and 2014 showed an association
between outbreak locations within the rain forest biome in the region
and forest loss within the previous two years.148 While the findings also
note high human population density and favorable viral conditions at EVD
outbreak sites, the relative importance of forest loss was found to be
greater than 60% independent of these factors. The findings of the study
support the researchers’ hypothesis that the underlying reason for the
link between forest loss and EVD is increased contact between humans
and infected wildlife.
Another study of EVD outbreak sites in West and Central Africa by Rulli
et al. had similar results. The research supports the hypothesis that EVD
transmission to humans is more likely to occur in highly disturbed forest
areas.149 Using land-use cover change data and EVD outbreak records
for years 2004–2014, Rulli et al. found that most index cases of EVD
in humans (the point where spillover occurs from wildlife to humans) in
the region happened in forest fragmentation hot spots. Although the
reservoir host for EVD remains uncertain, an African bat species is the
most likely zoonotic host and is a habitat generalist. Rulli et al. found
that population density of ape species (e.g., chimpanzees and gorillas)
prone to EVD infections also increased after forest disturbance. The
researchers concluded that biodiversity loss associated with forest
fragmentation may enhance the likelihood of EVD infections in humans.
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COVID-19
COVID-19 (or SARS-COV-2) is an infectious disease caused by a novel coronavirus. The outbreak of the disease has become
a pandemic that has spread rapidly throughout the world since the first case was reported in December 2019, with nearly
376 million confirmed cases and 5.6 million confirmed deaths as of February 2022.150 The origins of COVID-19 are far from
certain, though current research suggests that the virus itself is zoonotic, likely hosted by bats.151 Advances in genome
sequencing helped researchers quickly identify its likely origin and provide tools that are critical for environmental screening
for this disease and for preventing the emergence of new diseases in the future.152 While the science around COVID-19 is still
evolving, the disease’s likely zoonotic origins indicate the potential for linkages with destruction of animal habitats. Recent
evidence suggests that SARS-COV-2 has circulated among human populations in Yunnan, China’s most biodiverse province,
for decades. During the same time frame, Yunnan has lost more than a quarter of its natural forest. The current outbreak,
however, is the result of its introduction to a new, hyperconnected, and immunologically naive group of people following the
spillover event(s) that likely occurred closer to forest edge habitat years ago.153 Researchers are continuing to investigate the
origins of the disease and the method of spillover into human populations.

Knowledge gaps
• Deforestation and spillover: Research suggests that
deforestation can increase the risk of the emergence
and spread of infectious diseases. Yet zoonotic
disease outbreaks do not occur in all places where
deforestation takes place. There is a need to better
understand the risk factors leading to zoonotic
infectious disease outbreaks and spillovers.
• Relationships between forests, pathogens, and
vectors: Understanding the effects of deforestation
and forest degradation on the risks of disease
transmission between wildlife, livestock, and humans
provides an opportunity to better predict and mitigate
the emergence of new infectious diseases as well as
the spread of existing infectious diseases.
• Disease responses to forests: Understanding the
intersections between pathogens, people, and
transmission pathways across different types of
zoonotic infectious diseases and regions will be critical
in determining the impact of conservation efforts on
disease control and the most effective interventions to
prevent spillover.
•Roles of biodiversity: We need improved knowledge
regarding how forest disturbance changes biodiversity
such that the transmission of infectious diseases is
altered—especially in the context of the dilution and
amplification effects.
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What Is Needed? Embracing
a Systems Approach
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The analysis of the relationship between
human health and forests is only done one
way in conservation. How do we improve
the state of the environment to improve
human health? Alternatively, how can
improving human health benefit forests?

Overall, the balance of the literature reviewed in this report substantiates forests as an important contribution to human
health. The societal responses to sustain and/or enhance the positive impacts of forests, which may also contribute to
reducing health risks, are multiple. They can be organized into four major action domains: protect, restore, manage, and create.
We based these domains on the existing forest conservation framework of protect, restore, and manage.154 In addition, we
included a new category drawing on the increased interest in nature-based solutions. This “creation” category is primarily
linked to urban forests.155 The interventions to protect, manage, or restore forests and the myriad benefits they contribute to
planetary and human health must also recognize and respond to the potential hazards that can stem from deforestation and
degradation. Therefore, actions aimed at reducing likely risks associated with forest loss and degradation are also necessary
in a health context.
Moreover, responses to improve human health through forest interventions should look at specific interventions or the
implementation of initiatives at different scales. Responses must also consider the underlying environmental, institutional,
and behavioral factors of a place that can enable or hinder their success, as well as some of the mediating factors identified in
Figure 1, by either removing constraints or amplifying their benefits. These constraints include access to and accessibility of
forests; the affordability of forest interactions either through financial or time commitments; the proximity of people to forests
and forest benefits; and the range of other social needs and demands that accompany local social-forest interactions.

Protect forests and avoid their conversion
It is critical to protect the world’s remaining forests, particularly intact forests, and to reduce the pressures leading to future
deforestation. This protection has benefits for sustaining forests’ provisioning role by supplying forest foods to local people
as well as clean water and medicinal plants, among many other functions. Forest protection can decrease carbon emissions
and thus the indirect impacts of climate warming on human health. Avoiding deforestation also lessens the potential for water
and air pollution. In addition, it supports the preventative role of forests in relation to zoonotic infectious disease spillover and
minimizes the risks from exposure to physical hazards. However, for these measures to achieve scale, institutional factors must
be addressed. These include ensuring long-term finance for protected areas; formalizing tenure and the social and economic
rights of local populations; and halting the expansion of agriculture, urban areas, and infrastructure (mainly roads) into forests.
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Specific interventions to support human health and protect forests are shown in Table 2. For example, sustaining forest food
supply can preserve local cultivars and phenotypes as well as local cultural heritage and traditional knowledge in economies
where forest food is important to nutrition. Safeguarding forests on slopes, coastal forests, and mangroves and sustaining forest
hydrology and high-risk geology/soils can help reduce or prevent risks of physical hazards. In addition preserving Indigenous and
traditional knowledge and customs, wild forest foods, and traditional natural medicine can lead to a reduction in NCD incidence.
Systems to monitor interactions between forests, food, and nutrition as well as threats of zoonotic infectious disease spillovers
are critical. Given the variability of physical hazards to humans associated with forests and deforestation in a changing climate,
comprehensive risk assessments are essential to forest conservation and management strategies to optimize benefits to
human health.156 Knowledge gained from risk monitoring must also be applied to local and subnational decision-making through
co-adaptive risk management to inform national adaptation strategies to enhance resilience.
Figure 5. Responses required to sustain and enhance the positive impacts of forests on human health
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Figure 5 details the different elements that should be assessed across the forest protection, management, restoration, and
creation responses to sustain or enhance the contributions forests can make to human health while reducing existing hazards.
However, each action taken to support forests to promote human health outcomes must be weighed against its feasibility and
the balanced contribution to environmental, institutional, and behavioral contexts. Understanding these contexts and effectively
considering the benefits and some of the risks of forests to human health, especially the risks associated with deforestation
and forest degradation, will determine locally appropriate strategies. In this case, we refer to the forest conservation and public
health domains of practice generally, including but not limited to the formalized sectors.
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Improve forest management of working lands
Reducing the environmental impacts of land use and management while ensuring the vitality of all forests and forest
fragments on working lands should be a priority, especially where forests and forest fragments play a critical role in sustaining
biodiversity, regulating water cycles, and preserving soil quality. Yet beyond forests, stimulating more sustainable
and regenerative agriculture can support the social and ecological functions of forest landscapes. This includes moving
to perennial crops, practicing no-till agriculture, and implementing agrosilvopastoral systems that cooperate with natural
processes and seasonality. This may also reduce forests’ exposure to fire, maintain their cooling/shading effects, and
minimize physical hazards.
By contrast, commercial-scale logging and extraction of nontimber forest products tend to generate new local road networks
that facilitate hunting, increasing interactions between humans and wild species. This can lead to exposure to novel zoonotic
infectious diseases. Forest fragmentation also tends to precede deforestation, which impacts warming and heat exposure of
local people, including rural workers, and global warming that stresses forests due to climate variability and droughts.
Improving forest and land management requires removing economic incentive structures and policies that reward forest
conversion and weak governance systems unable to control illegal logging and forest conversion. In addition to preserving these
forests, urban and semiurban institutions need to better value the services forests provide that prevent physical hazards and
sustain key environmental services by filtering water and air pollution.
Forest management interventions that contribute to human health are detailed in Table 2. For example, managing agricultural
catchments and bushmeat populations impacts food and nutrition as does supporting agricultural area-bound intensification
and seasonal availability of crops and wild foods. Zoonotic infectious diseases can be prevented by controlling access to
protected areas; regulating wildlife markets and bushmeat access; instituting agricultural and wildlife quarantines; and
improving community health care. Management strategies to reduce human health risks associated with forests include
forest fire prevention; supervision of recreational forests; actions to enhance forest access and accessibility; and improved
infrastructure design that supports forests.
Existing forest and land management monitoring can inform best practices, from the plot or management unit to the landscape.
However, we need more information on how to scale up some of these practices and the contextual changes required to more
effectively contribute to the uptake of better land management for human health outcomes. In addition, management plans and
strategies must include traditional and local knowledge.
Finally, studying the thresholds and tipping points at which forests are unable to recover from various threats should be a
priority. These indicate irreversible ecological processes that land managers ought to avoid and the associated social and
economic impacts with strong implications for human health.

Alternative land management such as
goat grazing can be a cost-effective,
environmentally sound way to clear
combustible vegetation and promote
the growth of native grasses and
beneficial plants, particularly in steep
or difficult terrain.
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Take a diversified approach to forest restoration
There are multiple ways of restoring forests and the landscapes
they occupy, and each may have different implications for
biodiversity recovery, hydrological cycles, and local climate
variability. Most importantly, restoration needs to look forward
to support current and future generations and should use many
different approaches to improve the ecological productivity
of landscapes in line with conservation and human health
and well-being objectives. For example, impacts on local food
supply and nutritionally diverse diets may be achieved through
the expansion of agroforestry systems while also providing
environmental benefits from shade and reduced heat exposure.
Forest restoration, if undertaken in a landscape context, may
also reduce physical hazards linked to flooding, landslides
and avalanches, and storms. More importantly, forest
regeneration closer to semiurban and urban areas may increase
the exposure of people with different types of NCDs, including
mental illness, to forests. This outcome may be independent
of the restoration type.
Preserving natural forest remnants is critical to facilitating
regeneration processes that rely on local native species,
as these are often the last remnants of locally adapted
species. Different contextual conditions must be addressed
to make restoration possible. These include mobilizing longterm finance; securing tenure rights; ensuring mechanisms
for equitable benefit sharing with local populations; and
compensating local restoration efforts while acknowledging
that Indigenous peoples and local communities place unique
social, cultural, and spiritual values on forests. Finally, we must
remove access and affordability barriers to encourage urban
populations to benefit from forestlands and advocate for their
conservation even if they seem remote.

It all starts with nutrition—childhood
nutrition is fundamental for lifetime
health, and there is evidence of forests
providing a safeguard for local communities
by supplying wild harvested foods.
Facing hunger, people turn to forest foods
like nuts, roots, bushmeat, and berries.
This is a safeguard during times of hunger.

Restoration initiatives that sustain forests’ contributions
to human health are detailed in Table 2. These entail
regenerating the capacities of forests to provide food
of high nutritional value in places experiencing forest
degradation. This can be accomplished by incentivizing
agroforestry systems, especially those that allow local
cultivars and phenotypes to persist alongside more
diversified agricultural farming systems. Interventions
with the potential to decrease the risks of physical hazards
include restoration of mangroves, aquifers, floodplain
forests, catchment forest cover, and deep-rooting trees
on slopes. In addition, preserving urban green spaces and
restoring forest landscapes may contribute to reducing
the incidence of NCDs and preventing spillovers of
zoonotic infectious diseases. Forest restoration also has
an important role to play in mitigating environmental
pollution through regenerative agriculture; recovery
of riparian forests; and drained land and modified
watercourses. Thus, restoration actions are important for
reducing—directly and indirectly—the risks pollution poses
to human health.
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Create urban forests
Creating urban forests may have important positive contributions to
human health, particularly for those living in dense urban settings.
Designating forests in urban areas, increasing green space, and
planting trees may lead to cooling and, depending on the case, flood
abatement. More trees in urban areas can also filter air pollution and
provide recreation benefits, with positive impacts on populations
with a high incidence of NCDs that may also have limited contact with
forests. These actions, however, depend on significant institutional
policy changes, especially regarding urban planning and budget
allocations for preserving green areas or creating green corridors in
urban landscapes—developments that tend not to increase a city’s
tax base. Several mediating factors affecting access, accessibility,
and affordability must be addressed, particularly aimed at removing
discriminatory regulations and urban planning working against
greening underserved communities. Efforts should focus on
upgrading physical infrastructure as well as options for improving
these communities’ overall well-being and living standards in ways
that enhance health systems and exposure to forests.
Table 2 includes specific interventions in the “create” domain. For
example, urban orchards along with diet shifts incorporating foods
with higher nutritional value can improve nutrition and food. As
already mentioned, building green urban corridors will help enhance
accessibility to forests, with impacts on NCDs and mental health,
especially if accompanied by campaigns to explain the health benefits
of time spent in forests.

Addressing human health and forests does
not need one sector to oversell its role;
it needs cooperation across the full
spectrum of human health to address
systemic failures.
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Table 2. Specific interventions within the forest landscape responses framework (protect, manage, restore, create)
that may contribute to human health (e.g., to support human health through nutrition and food and protect local cultivars
and varieties)

PROTECT ...

MANAGE ...

RESTORE ...

CREATE ...

To reduce the
incidence of
noncommunicable
diseases

• Rural livelihoods
• Indigenous and traditional
knowledge and customs
• Intact forests and
protected areas I-V
• Wild forest foods
• Sustainable homeopathic
and natural medicine

•F
 ires, fuel loads, fire
frequency and intensity
•P
 rotected areas
category VI
•R
 ecreational forests
•F
 orest access and
accessibility
• I nfrastructure design
that supports forests

• Green spaces
• Forest landscapes
• Institutional reliance
and acceptance of
forest-based health
solutions

• Forest bathing
• Urban forests
• Urban orchards
• Conservation for
public health
• Nature prescriptions

To reduce the
health impacts
of pollution

• Minimum catchment
forest cover
• Protected areas
• Riparian forests
• Intact forests
• Grievance mechanisms

•F
 ires and smoke
•T
 ree cover in urban areas
•C
 harcoal reliance
•A
 gricultural and livestock
encroachment
• I ndustrial and
agricultural effluents
• Overconsumption
•T
 ransboundary pollutants
•H
 armful agricultural
practices
•P
 ollution standards
and testing

• Regenerative
agriculture
• Riparian forests
• Forest landscapes
• Indigenous rights and
decentralized control
• Drained land and
modified watercourses

• Urban forests
• Conservation for
public health

To support human
nutrition and food
security

• Strict protected areas
• Local cultivars and
varieties
• Cultural heritage and
traditional knowledge
• Indigenous autonomy
• Nutritionally diverse
landscapes
• Forest food and culture
• Precapitalist economies

• Forests and
agroforestry systems
• Catchment agricultural
diversity
• Bushmeat populations
• Access to food
and nutrition
• Impacts of commodity
subsidy systems
• Forest rights and access
• Seasonal availability of
crops and wild foods
• Agricultural area-bound
intensification

• Forests and
agroforestry systems
• Traditional forest
food culture
• Local cultivars
and phenotypes
• Indigenous/
traditional rights
• Communal land
management
• Agriculturally diverse
areas

• Climate-resilient crops
• Diet shifts
• Novel food sources
• Urban orchards
• Long-term successional
agricultural systems

To mitigate the
impacts of physical
hazards

• Forests on slopes
• Coastal forests and
mangroves
• Fire regiments in
fire-adapted forests
• Forest hydrology
• High-risk geology/soils
• Existing forests and
natural land cover

•F
 orest fuel load and
wildfires
•S
 oil compaction
• Infrastructure
development
•U
 rban and residential
development
• I rrigation needs and
capacities

• Forests and mangroves • Forests as disaster risk
• Aquifers
reduction solutions
• Floodplain forests
• Nature-based solutions
• Catchment forest cover
• Deep-rooting trees
on slopes

To limit the
emergence and
spread of infectious
diseases

• Sustainable use of
protected areas
• Biodiversity of Key
Biodiversity Areas
• Habitat of taxa
associated with
emerging disease
• Wildlife populations
from people
• Forest cover and
intact areas

•T
 ourism and access to
protected areas
•W
 ildlife markets and
bushmeat access
•D
 isease vector habitat
•L
 ivestock density
and transport
• I nfected wildlife
and people
•L
 and-use change
•A
 gricultural and
wildlife quarantine
•C
 ommunity health care

• Intact forest areas
• Forest and
agricultural diversity
• Functional landscapes
• Environmental
and epidemiology
partnerships

• Vaccines and vaccine
dissemination protocols
for wildlife and people
• Wildlife assays and
monitoring programs
• EID monitoring programs
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